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to conclusions to go cárefuly and-to examine very carefully in context. However,

if we believe ft j 119, then we have fallen down very, very far in our service
j. t,.




to the Lord Many Christians have spent a great deal of amount of time studying

the ideas of the ungodly philosophers and trying to answer them and to show

them after all it is reasonable and proper to believe in the god of the Bible

Many Christians hive. spent a .great deal of time studying the ideas of the secular

students of philosophy or of psychology and education trying to get things
them

from/the values to teach in Christian Schools, butLn all these fields, the

most important answers must be contâ.Ined in the Bible, and very few people

have made a careful effort to find answers to these problems.

What is, the greatest need of the Christian world today? It is for people

who really love the Word and are determined to find what it means. It is for
an

people who are not satisfied to have any part of the Bible remaining/unknown area

to them, but who are determined to know the real meaning of every single book

and every single chapter of the Bible. It is for people who are ready to dig

into the Bible, and to learn the real significance of everysection of it,,so that

they can see its importance for our day and for our own lives. It is for people

who know the Bible so thoroughly and studied iz.it. so carefiIly tk in the original

that when any question is raised, they can immediately suggest the places to go

to look for suggestions as to the answer.

This world belongs to Cod. God has7 commanded man to bring it under his dominion.

Man has a right and duty to study physics, chemistry, geology, all of these

various sciences, and to learn how he can bring this world under subjection.

But bar more important thant these, man has a duty to learn the purpose of

human life and its relation to the thousands of questions that are raised in
ch

people's minds as they study philosophy, psyology x all these various questions

as they meet the problems of life. Man has the duty to seek the answers to

these questions in God's word. It is his duty :t0 study it carefully, so as

not to read anything into it, to find what is there, and to take out of i t what
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